“WateReuse”
Transforming Water use
to Sustain Our Future

2021 “Healthy Swim” option!
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SINCE 1977

*Why we Invest in WateReuse

it’s our health, children & grandchildren!

We now have the technology to
implement WateReuse for residential
swimming pools, protecting sensitive
farmland groundwater aquifers,
waterways & oceans from chemical,
salt, and metals intrusion. Also
alleviates huge amounts of waste
water to over-burdened centralized
urban treatment facilities.

There is not a cleaning ritual
that will remove everything
clogging a cartridge filter, so
service times and
performance will continue to
degrade. The fibers of a
cartridge filter are indeed a
prime location for bacterial
biofilm to form.

What real people are saying!
Our last pool had a
cartridge filter Always dirty, hard to
clean them & very
expensive to replace
every year or two over
$400.00+

Sean McDermott
VP Sales – North America
Dryden Aqua North America

Michael K.
*New e3Pool owner

The cleaning of in-ground
pool filters in the State of
California wastes

4,851 million
gallons of water a year
CalWEP
*Information provided from CalWEP toolbox, calculations from 2009

Blind “WATER WASTE” nobody sees - the “RURAL URBAN” backyards in California
Table 14. Number of Pools in California by Type of Filter used.
Type of Pool Number of Pools
In Ground

Gallons per Backwash

1062000

Sand
37.00%

Backwash/cleaning per Year

DE

Cartridge

Sand

23.00%

392940

40.00%

DE

Cartridge

424800

Backwash Gallons per Year Per Pool

244260

Millions of Gallons per Year

Table 15. Estimated Water Use For Backwashing Sand Filters in California.
168

GAL

50

8415

3307

Table 16. Estimated Water Use For Backwashing Conventional Diatomaceous (DE) Filters in California.
84

GAL

35

2945

1251

Table 17. Estimated Water Use For Cleaning Cartridge Filter Elements in California.
150

GAL

8

1200

Total amount of water wasted cleaning residential pool filters in California

293
=

4,851,000,000 Gallons per Year
CalWEP Toolbox 2009

*D.E has since been classified carcinogenic Group 3 classification in California - new applications are now very unusual.

Now there are approximately 1.18 million residential swimming pools in California, according to Metrostudy. (2015)

With most residential pools now using cartridge or sand ﬁlters, the water waste in California exceeds
4,851 Million gallons of water waste per year cleaning pool ﬁlters.
ref: CalWEP toolbox (2009)

Best Management Practices
●

Clean pool filters over a container
and allow the waste to settle out. Dry
out the residue. Dispose of solids by
bagging and placing in the trash.

●

Never clean filters or discharge
backwash into gutter, street or storm
drain.
City of West sacramento, California

Municipal code violation
FINES CAN BE UP TO $10,000 PER DAY, PER EVENT

POLYMER FIBER FILTER
MATERIAL “WASTE”

When To Replace

244,260 Quad Filters used in
California - Replaced yearly =
244,260 x 4 cartridges per filter
for a total of 977,040 per year

It's easier to replace cartridge media
than it is to clean it, and that's a good
thing, notes Rich Tarricone, owner of
Aquatic Pool Systems (Sarasota, Fla.)
and winner of the 2011 Pleatco Perfect
Pool Guy award, because everybody
likes to start fresh.

disposed in landfill.
CalWEP Toolbox 2009
*chemical/biofilm/copper laden waste
dumped in landfill taking upto 200
years to deteriorate & degrade!

"In replacing the media you're getting rid
of any biofilm that could inhabit that
filter," he says, "which is a plus for many
pool owners. Also, people moving into
new homes with a pool, they like that.
They want to replace the filter so they're
not swimming in anyone else's biofilm or
filtered waste."

Pool & Spa News

Cartridge polymer fiber 97.7 million linear sq.ft.+ a year
That's enough to circle the earth nearly 4 times in 5 years...
*Average filter cartridge is 100 sq.ft. x 977,000 disposed per year = 97.7 million linear sq.ft.

A Sustainable Solution for Applying WateReuse
● BMP & HOA compliant
● Drinking water Quality
● Certified filtration - NSF 50 & 61
● Ecologically friendly
● Energy Efficient
● Effortless

AFM

Helping us
save the World
“One pool at a Time”
Ⓡ

AFM

Ⓡ

FILTER MEDIA USE & WATEREUSE FILTRATION/RECYCLING APPARATUS AND METHOD

NEW!

Auto-clean
makes pool
ownership
effortless!

Every “e3Pool” we build is
installed with AFMⓇ self
sanitizing media

Future
proof!

How Liquid Decanting Works.
gradually pour (liquid, typically wine, water or a solution) from one
container into another, especially without disturbing the sediment.

BeST

TM

(Backwash eco Sediment Tank)

is used to separate particles from pool backwash water, by
allowing the solids to settle to the bottom, recycling off for
WateReuse of the particle-free part of the liquid.
Backwash - backwashing is a form of preventive maintenance so that the
ﬁlter media can be reused. In terms of water treatment, including water
puriﬁcation and sewage treatment, backwashing refers to pumping water
backwards through the ﬁlter media.
Eco - An eco-system is a community of living organisms (like people) in
conjunction with the nonliving components of their environment,
interacting as a system. These biotic and abiotic components are linked
together through nutrient cycles and energy ﬂows. *Pool water.

PATENT
PENDING

Sedimentation - The process of allowing particles in suspension in water
to settle out of the suspension under the effect of gravity. The particles
that settle out from the suspension become sediment, and in pool water
we are able to capture/contain the sediments in lower portion of tank.
Tank - also called settling, clariﬁer or Decanting area, component of a
modern system of water supply or wastewater treatment. A
sedimentation tank allows suspended particles to settle out of water or
wastewater as it ﬂows slowly through the tank, thereby providing some
degree of puriﬁcation.
Our office display

Prepare Now!

Our term "Xeri-filtration”
is a method developed
especially for arid and
semiarid climates that
utilizes water-conserving
techniques ideal for
California, Nevada, Ariz,
Utah & Texas - the
southwest, where
drought and water
availability is a concern.

●

“Xeri-ﬁltration” derived
from Xeriscape
*Denver Water coined the term
xeriscape in 1981 by combining
"landscape" with the Greek prefix
xero-, from ξηρός (xēros), meaning
dry or lowered consumption of water

We Backwash to Capture/Decant, return to pool through our AFMⓇ media filter.
*SAVING WATER BY REUSE.

●

This is all done with automation, on a daily basis, thru AFMⓇ for Healthy Safe water.
*SAVING TIME FOR OUR CUSTOMERS.

●

The pump runs at a low filtration velocity, to maximize the Purity of the water.
*SAVING ELECTRICITY COSTS OF OVER A $100.00 A MONTH.

●

The SUSTAINABLE AFMⓇ filter media is Recycled/Upcycled glass, it does not require
perpetual replacement like cartridge filters.
*SAVING $$$ & PREVENTING CONTINUED CONTAMINATION IN LANDFILL.

●

The use of AFMⓇ media - 100% recycled glass & shipped in carbon neutral bags.
*SAVING THE WORLD ONE POOL AT A TIME.

Stewardship through “WateReuse”

We embrace Saving Water, being Energy
efficient and preventing Pollution!

Aquos Pools (209) 239-0077
1422 Grove Ave. Manteca, Ca, 95337

